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1. Introduction: Challenging the link ratio methods

Methods based on link ratios are among the most widespread techniques for obtaining best estimates of reserves. There are three primary reasons for this. First, they are mathematically simple to calculate in a spreadsheet and do not presuppose any statistical analysis. Second, with the formulation of volume weighted average (chain ladder) link ratios as regression equations, the methods ‘became stochastic’ and were able to accommodate the industry’s need for ‘ranges’. Third, further enhancements by way of the bootstrap technique have provided link ratios with a response to the demands of modern risk management, such as those emerging from Solvency II.

In spite of their popularity, link ratio methods are also known to have fundamental drawbacks and are being superseded by new scientific developments. In this brochure we challenge the pervasive use of link ratios as a method of calculating reserves and present an up to date alternative.

In particular, we demonstrate that link ratio methods:

- are vulnerable to biases which can produce wildly inaccurate forecasts because they fail to provide sufficient descriptors of data - especially of calendar year trends and volatility;
- lack the methodological flexibility to respond to problems which can be detected by simple diagnostic tests, and hence these tests are often overlooked or ignored;
- rely on hidden assumptions about the nature of the data which are often unmet; and
- cannot be corrected by ‘stochastic’ formulation or the use of the bootstrap technique – these ancillary methods do not compensate for errors in model parameterisation at the base level.

To address these issues, a statistical modelling framework which is transparent in its assumptions, adaptive to the key trends in the data and responsive to internal diagnostics, is presented. This framework not only meets and resolves the modelling problems listed above, but is also surprisingly simple to use.

1.1. What are link ratios really?

A link ratio $y/x$ is the ratio between two successive cumulative numbers $x$ and $y$ at successive development periods. For a given pair of contiguous development periods within the triangle, there is one ratio for each accident period.

The ratio $y/x$ is the slope of the line between the number pairs $(0,0)$ and $(x,y)$. It is a trend. A weighted average link ratio is therefore an estimate of an average trend.

The true relationship between two successive development periods is considered to be captured by a weighted average of these link ratios. These weighted averages are thus calculated in order to project a best estimate of cumulative numbers at future times.

Note when projecting the next cumulative using a link ratio, it is the difference between the two cumulatives that is actually being projected; this difference is known as the incremental. See Section 1.3.

Can they be viewed graphically?

Setting successive cumulatives as the axes on a graph the link ratios can be viewed as the slopes of lines. This simple display of the cumulative data versus the previous cumulative allows an instant visual assessment of how well an average link ratio can describe the (historical) trend between the cumulatives.

The link ratios are displayed below for a set of cumulatives ($y$) and the previous cumulatives ($x$). Each point represents a distinct accident period. The chart shows two link ratios in red and marks their slopes. An average of all the link ratios is the trend illustrated by the diagonal black line.

The graphical representation above naturally leads to a regression formulation of link ratios as discussed by Mack(1993). The regression equation in Mack(1993) excludes an intercept so the link ratios go through the origin. Furthermore, in the Mack(1993) regression equation the variance of the next cumulative ($y$) about the average trend (ratio) is proportional to the current cumulative ($x$). The weighted least squares estimator of the average link ratio is then the volume weighted average (equivalently the chain ladder ratio).
The black average line through the origin is clearly not the best line to represent the observations. A better line is the green line (below) which is not constrained through the origin. Regression formulations of this type of model are described in Murphy(1994).

1.2. The Mack method - a regression formulation of chain ladder link ratios

The Mack method is a regression formulation of volume weighted average link ratios. The regression equation for the Mack method is:

\[ y = bx + \varepsilon \quad : \quad V(\varepsilon) = \sigma^2 x^\delta \]

where:
- \( y \)'s are the next cumulatives;
- \( x \)'s are the current cumulatives;
- \( b \) is the weighted average link ratio; and
- \( \delta = 1 \).

Here, and in all regression equations, \( \varepsilon \) refers to the 'error', the difference between the observation, \( y \), and its mean value \( bx \).

The variance of \( y \) about the mean value \( bx \) is given by \( \sigma^2 x \).

The best weighted least squares estimator \( \hat{b} \) of \( b \) where the weight is proportional to the inverse of the variance \( 1/x \), is the volume weighted average link ratio, equivalently, the chain ladder ratio.

The fitted value \( \hat{\varepsilon} = y - \hat{b}x \) of \( \varepsilon \) is called the residual.

A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the model to be appropriate for the data is that the weighted standardised residuals are random versus development period, accident period, calendar period and fitted values.

Mack (1993) derived standard deviations of reserves by accident year and total for the above regression equation only in the case of \( \delta = 1 \).

The cases \( \delta = 0 \) and \( \delta = 2 \) were studied by Murphy (1994). When \( \delta = 2 \), the best weighted least squares link ratio is the arithmetic average, and when \( \delta = 0 \), the best average is volume weighted squared.

1.3. The Murphy method

The Murphy method is more general than the Mack method. Murphy (1994) also calculated the two cases \( \delta = 0 \) and \( \delta = 2 \) and more importantly introduced an intercept \( a \).

\[ y = a + bx + \varepsilon \quad : \quad V(\varepsilon) = \sigma^2 x^\delta \]

or, equivalently, according to Venter(1998)

\[ y - x = a + (b - 1)x + \varepsilon \quad : \quad V(\varepsilon) = \sigma^2 x^\delta \]

where:
- \( y \)'s are the next cumulatives;
- \( x \)'s are the previous cumulatives;
- \( y - x \) is the next incremental;
- \( a \) is the intercept term;
- \( b \) is the average link ratio (given the intercept, \( a \)); and
- \( \delta = 0, 1, \text{ or } 2 \).
The regression formulation of the link ratio methods above are an excellent contribution to actuarial literature because this formulation also allows the methods to be statistically tested. The assumptions made by the methods can be detailed and verified.

The incremental formulation by Venter (1998) is particularly important. Link ratios predict the next incremental conditional on the previous cumulative. Both the cumulative versus cumulative regression and incremental versus cumulative regression are correct (and equivalent). However, conceptually the focus should be on the latter.

In the incremental versus cumulative formulation one tests the significance of \( b - 1 \) in the presence of an intercept. The null hypothesis \( H_0 : b - 1 = 0 \) is equivalent to the incrementals \( y - x \) not being correlated to the previous \( x \). That is, the link ratios having no predictive power.

### 1.4. The Extended Link Ratio Family (ELRF) modelling framework

There is one further component of interest that can be added to the formulation, for which \( \delta \) can take values 0, 1 or 2.

We can include a constant trend in the incrementals down the accident years for each development year, (red arrow).

![Diagram showing extended link ratio family](image)

The models in the Extended Link Ratio Family (ELRF) modelling framework can be written:

\[
p = a_0 + a_1 w + (b - 1)x + \varepsilon; \quad V(\varepsilon) = \sigma^2 x^\delta
\]

where:

- \( p = y - x \); as per Venter(1998);
- \( a_0 \) is the intercept term;
- \( a_1 \) is the constant trend down the accident years;
- \( b \) is the average link ratio (given the intercept, \( a_0 \), and the constant accident year trend, \( a_1 \));
- \( w \) is the accident year;
- \( x \)'s are the previous cumulatives: and
- \( \delta = 0, 1, \) or 2.

In this framework the most optimal combination of intercepts, trends (down the accident period), ratios, and variance assumptions can be found.

### 1.5. Four assumptions made by link ratio methods and how to verify them

The regression formulation of link ratios (Mack, Murphy, and other extensions), provide the framework for verifying the assumptions made by the link ratio techniques. We have found these assumptions are rarely satisfied - unless the data is simulated using ratios.

If using link ratio based methods, it is critical that actuaries verify the corresponding assumptions apply for the company’s data.

The regression formulations are distribution-free, but are certainly not assumption free. For linear regression to be optimal a number of basic assumptions must be satisfied (or at least approximately satisfied).

1. The underlying relationship between the \( y \)'s and the \( x \)'s is linear and for link ratios goes through \((0,0)\); equivalently independent of scale;
2. The residuals are random about zero:
   2.1. versus time (development, accident, or calendar);
   2.2. versus fitted values;
3. The variance of the residuals is proportional to \( x \) (when using the volume weighted average (Mack) methods), \( x^2 \) (arithmetic average), or constant;
4. If a calendar year trend exists, it is constant.

Link ratio methods capture an average calendar year trend, but there are no descriptors of it!
ICRFS-PLUS™ and ICRFS-ELRF™ provide displays for testing these assumptions. The significance of an intercept can be tested using the regression and diagnostically by viewing the Y versus X plot, whereas the significance of the ratio minus one (b - 1) can be tested using the regression and diagnostically by viewing the Y - X versus X plot. Residual plots versus development period, accident period and calendar period are also used to assess model specification error.

Real data may conform to some, but almost never to all the four assumptions. Violation of any of the assumptions means that little confidence can be assigned to forecast numbers from the associated link ratio methods.

What about the bootstrap technique?

The technique is primarily used for generating distributions of loss reserves. It is inherently linked to a model. The technique generates bootstrap triangles by sampling the residuals (with replacement) and adding them to the fitted values. Estimating the reserves using the link ratio method applied to the bootstrap triangles generates loss reserve distributions.

Another application of the bootstrap technique is in the context of assessing model specification error - discussed below.

1.6 Model specification error: minimising model risk

If a model is misspecified for the data, then all results based on the model have nothing to do with the data. For example, probabilities derived from a model for tossing a fair coin 100 times have no relevance to the process of spinning a symmetric roulette wheel numbered 0, 1, 2, ... 120 - and vice versa.

How do we determine whether a statistical probabilistic model is misspecified or specified correctly?

A good model replicates the volatility in the real data. That is, loss development arrays simulated from a good model are indistinguishable from the real data in respect of salient statistical features. As the discrepancies between simulations and the real data increase, the model specification error increases.

Given no assumptions are made about the distribution of the error term, \( \varepsilon \), in the link ratio regression formulations; probabilistic distributions cannot be used to generate simulations. In this situation, the best we can do is to use the bootstrap technique to create bootstrap samples which are compared to the real data. If the bootstrap samples do not share the same features as the real data, the model has been specified incorrectly and any inferences from the model or the bootstrap samples are meaningless.

If the link ratio methods are deficient, then the assumption tests will fail. Simulations will be distinguishable and the bootstrap technique will confirm this evidence.

1.7. Judgment - does it help? The “black-box” problem

Judgment refers to the technique replacing link ratios calculated according to a pre-defined method with others chosen on an ad hoc basis.

Can judgment produce an accurate forecast? Yes, if you’re lucky!

Can judgment produce a reliable forecast? No!

Judgment is basically guesswork, and while it may perform better than rigid adherence to a ratio method that is known to be inaccurate the quality of the results it produces rests entirely on luck.

The same can be said of forecasting techniques which rely on averaging the results from a number of methods which individually lack conviction and where there is an absence of diagnostics which can identify when all of the polled methods share the same bias.

Calendar trends in the data are a common feature. They typically produce systematically biased answers across the entire range of ratio methods.

There is no regression formulation of judgment - which causes issue with variability. Further, judgement is very difficult in the presence of high volatility.

The problem with judgment as a technique highlights the more general problem of so-called “black-box” methods where the precise logic leading to a particular forecast is hidden. Actuarial forecasts need to be fully auditable and hence a further desideratum of models is that they be transparent.

In summary, a model should tell a clear story about the past data and about how this story has been extended to produce a consistent forecast of future results.
1.8. Three reasons link ratio methods are not appropriate modelling tools for long-tail liabilities

- The assumptions underpinning the link ratio techniques (section 1.5) are rarely satisfied by real data - this leads to model specification error;
- Even if the assumptions are satisfied, the model produces no insight into the forces driving the data – it does not make the data intelligible;
- Actuarial judgement or additional treatments cannot compensate for model deficiencies:
  - The effect of calendar year trend changes on the average link ratios is unknown;
  - The efficiency of the link ratio methods (and any adjustments for judgement) is unquantifiable.
  - Bootstrap simulations cannot compensate for an imperfectly specified model – the resulting bootstrap distribution reflects the model misfit rather than identifying features intrinsic to the data.

These deficiencies have been known in the industry for over a decade, (Barnett and Zehnwirth (2000)) and yet methods based on link ratios are still commonly used to estimate loss reserves.

**When using link ratio based methods, it is critical that actuaries verify that the corresponding assumptions apply for the data.**

1.9. Outline of remaining sections

**Section 2** comprises several case studies demonstrating link ratios and their shortcomings.

The Mack(1993) data demonstrates over fitting of large observations and under fitting of small observations; link ratios become statistically indistinguishable from unity in the presence of an intercept.

Company ABC has changing calendar year trends; no link ratio method can describe the calendar year trends resulting in under-projection.

Company LR High also has changing calendar year trends, but where the trends have been constant for the most recent seven calendar years. All link ratio methods calculated on all the calendar years overstate the reserves significantly (the Mack method by a factor of two!).

**Section 3** shows that the chain-ladder (or volume weighted average) method, the most popular of the link-ratio methods encodes a key symmetry (interchangeability of development and accident dimensions) which is not present in the state of affairs that is being modelled. The symmetry exists in respect of the forecast mean, but not the forecast variance, leading to two entirely different variance estimates.

**Section 4** describes the bootstrap technique as it should apply to link ratio methods. We outline the correct application of the bootstrap and show the technique, as a diagnostic, identifies the same issues revealed in the case studies (Section 2).

**Section 5** shows that the Mack method can lead to spurious correlations appearing between lines of business as the method fails to describe calendar year trends. The correlation measured is shown to appear due to the commonly missed calendar year trends rather than being true volatility correlation.

**Section 6** demonstrates two examples where, if the Mack method was applied, significant adverse development (losses greatly exceeded expectations) would (and did) occur. In this section we show that if a modelling framework which incorporated calendar year trends was used (like the Probabilistic Trend Family (PTF) modelling framework in ICRFS-PLUS™), disaster have been avoided since the optimal PTF model identifies the calendar year trends and projects them into the future. The subsequent losses over the next three years fall along the projected trend lines – the adverse development arose due to the poor model choice, not due to genuine ‘unexpected’ losses.
2. Case study: Extracting information from link ratios

2.1. Mack data: Link ratios including the Mack method have no predictive power

We consider the data analysed in Mack (1994) as originally published by the Reinsurance Association of America (RAA) in the 1991 Historical Loss Development Study.

Link ratios have no predictive power; incremental incurred are not correlated to the previous period cumulatives. The best model in the ELRF modelling framework comprises only an intercept save development period 2 that includes a constant trend in the incrementals down the accident year.

The data are illustrated below on an incremental scale (top) and a cumulative scale (bottom). Which form provides more insight into the trends in the data?

We begin by fitting the Mack method and examining the residuals.

The residuals versus the three time directions (development, accident, and calendar), appear fairly random. However, the residuals versus fitted (enlarged lower left) indicates a clear pattern: small values are underestimated and large values are overestimated.

The average calendar year trend (seen in the cumulative series) has been quantified, but the method has not provided an estimate of this trend.
Predictive power

The first step to determine whether link ratios have predictive power is to first determine whether an intercept is required in the regression model. The leftmost graphs below show the current cumulatives versus the previous cumulatives. The red link in each shows the traditional link ratio (line is constrained to go through the origin). The green line illustrates the ratio in the presence of an intercept. The fit of the lines can be compared graphically. In both cases, the green line clearly is closer to the observations than the red line.

If the green line gives a better fit, then we can then test to see whether the ratio, in the presence of the intercept, has predictive power.

The incremental losses in development year one are not correlated to the previous cumulative losses in the presence of an intercept. Similarly, the incremental losses in year two are not correlated to the cumulative losses as at development period one in the presence of an intercept. That is, we test whether the ratio - 1 is equal to zero. If the ratio - 1 is statistically zero, then the ratio has no predictive power.

The Y|X plots illustrate that the intercepts (the average losses in a column) are more important than the link ratios.
In the presence of the intercepts, the link ratios become statistically insignificant (ratio – 1 = 0). Note the p-values of the ratios in the presence of an intercept now all indicate insignificance compared to the Mack method where most are statistically significant.

Optimisation can be performed by removing the parameters in each regression with the least significant t-ratio.

The final, most optimal model, has removed the link ratios. The optimisation found the intercepts to be more useful for prediction than the ratios.

**Link ratios are eliminated from the model; intercepts are retained!**
In the optimised model, the best estimates are obtained by taking the average of the incremental losses in each column.

Are there any trends down the accident years? We find at development period 1~2 evidence of a trend – note link ratios (right) are not correlated to the previous cumulative despite this trend.

After fitting the model with intercepts, trends, and link ratios, the model is optimised – again parameters with the least significant t-ratios are removed first:

Link ratios are removed and a trend has been added down the accident years for development periods 1~2.

The residuals for the most optimal model are shown below.

While the residuals show a significant improvement on the residuals obtained from the Mack method, the method has not provided any insight into the data. All the only conclusion that can be drawn is that link ratios do not add any information to the modelling over the average level by development period or trends down the accident years.
Impact on the forecast

What impact does a poor model have on the forecasts?

The most optimal model (right) produces a total mean of 67.8M; 30% higher than the Mack method mean!

Notice the behaviour of the CVs by accident year (and total). The Mack method CVs do not decrease (and actually increase over the last four accident years). In contrast, the CVs by accident year for the optimal intercept, trend, and link ratio model generally decrease down the accident years. The more cells forecasted, the lower the CV should be. The Mack method CVs do not make mathematical sense - further evidence that the Mack method is not appropriate for this data.

Summary

Link ratio methods were found to be unsuitable for the Mack data.

- Link ratios do not provide any information regarding subsequent losses;
- Diagnostics reveal intercepts are required in the model;
- When intercepts are included:
  - Link ratios are redundant – optimisation removes them.
- The most optimal method in this framework has not offered insight into trends in the data.
2.2. Company ABC: Link ratio techniques cannot handle changing calendar year trends

Data from a Workers Compensation portfolio is considered in which the residuals for all link-ratio-based method show a clear calendar trend change. Net inflation (social plus economic) increases to a high level in the last two calendar years.

Techniques based on these methods are unable to parameterise this change with the result that their projections are too low.

**Mack method: Residuals**

The ABC data was previously discussed by Barnett and Zehnwirth (2000). The Mack method is typical of all ratio-based regression methods in that its residuals show a marked increase in calendar trend in the three years after 1984.

Since the Mack method only fits an (unquantified) average calendar year trend, all that can be determined from the residuals is that the method underfits the most recent calendar year trends (and the larger numbers) and overfits the earlier calendar years (and the smaller numbers).

It is convenient to interpret the residuals as showing the trends in the data minus the trends in the method, hence what we see in the calendar direction residuals in the lower left is that in the model-estimated calendar trend falls far behind the data trend in later calendar years.

The net result is that the method projects an estimate of the total reserve mean which is most likely to be too low.

**Mack method: Forecast Table**

The misfit of model to data can also be seen by examining the forecast table. Historic data appears above the main diagonal with observed numbers in blue and fitted in black.
The calendar years highlighted in yellow demonstrate over-fitting: the fitted model means (black numbers), are higher than the observed values (blue numbers). The last two calendar years highlighted in red are substantially under-fitted: the model means have not increased in line with the calendar year trends.

The deployment of an average calendar year trend may be reasonable if recent changes are due to (known) transient effects. However, without knowledge of the actual calendar year trends observable in the data, how can a rational decision regarding future calendar year trend emergence be made?

A modelling framework which includes proper estimation of calendar year trends, as well as control over future assumptions, is required.

**Most optimal combination of intercepts, trends, and link ratios**

The most optimal combination of intercepts, trends, link ratios, and variance weights (based on the Bayes Information Criterion) is shown below. The best link ratio average to use is the arithmetic average (delta = 2). Intercepts are often needed along with constant trends down the accident years (middle column) for four development periods. Link ratios, especially early on, do not have predictive power (the link ratios for 0–1, 2–3, and 3–4 are all optimised to 1).

The model above is quite different to the Mack or Murphy methods, nevertheless the same problem is seen in the calendar direction residuals. The trends it is able to measure are the best option for the generalised ratio framework but they are unable to make up for the inability to measure calendar trends. Projections are still most likely to be too low.

**Summary**

The link ratio methodology is not able to describe calendar year trend changes. In this example, the early calendar year trends are lower than more recent calendar year trends (in the last three years particularly). The Mack method, along with other link ratio methods, describe an average calendar year trend with the result that the early calendar years are over-fitted and more recent calendar years are under-fitted. The implications of this example is that the next future calendar years will also be underfitted. The best estimate of the mean of the loss distribution obtained from link ratio methods will be too low.

- The Mack and Murphy methods are not able to accommodate or measure calendar year trends,
- The liability stream from the Mack method is significantly lower than could be expected given the recent history by calendar year.
- Knowledge of the historical calendar year trends is required before sound decisions can be made regarding future expectations.
- A different model that is able to parameterise changes in calendar trends is easily able to correctly capture the structure of this data. See below. This kind of model will be described in more detail later in this booklet.
2.3. The Mack method gives a best estimate twice as large as it should be

In this case study, the Mack method is applied to real data: LR High. The residuals versus calendar year demonstrate clear issues with the method. Continuing with the projection we find that the estimated reserve mean is 902M.

After spending a few minutes addressing the most obvious issues with the method, the optimal combination of intercepts, ratios and trends down the accident years, estimates a new reserve mean of 489M.

The total reserve of 902M is a large amount of money to lock aside for losses given a better estimate of the total losses is 489M.

The link ratio methods do not provide a best estimate of either the mean or the volatility.

Mack method

The residuals versus calendar year for the Mack method are shown below.

The residuals by calendar year show definite changes in trends as indicated by the red arrows. Most recently there is a negative trend in the calendar years. This trend in the residuals means that, everything else being correct, the method is overestimating the recent calendar year trend.
Of the last eight calendar years, the fitted totals are higher for seven – for the last calendar year in particular. Examination of the future liability stream (1992~1994) provides immediate visual indications that the projections are far too high.

**Optimal intercept, trend, and ratio model**

For an optimal combination of intercepts, trends, and ratios, the residuals versus calendar year are shown below. Note only the data from the last seven calendar years was used in the model fitting.
The model has clearly better described the calendar year trends – however we still have no idea what the trends are.

With the most optimal model in this framework, the estimate of the total reserve is now 489M!

**What about the Incurred losses?**

Applying the Mack method to the Incurred losses also demonstrates problems with the calendar years.

Although the most recent calendar year residuals appear better, the method clearly does not describe the changes in calendar trends in the prior years. Further, incurred losses cannot provide a liability stream.
The forecast for this method is 469M. Without recourse to measuring all the trends in the data (development, accident, and calendar), how would you choose the best estimate of the total reserve?

Below are the calendar year trends measured in the PTF modelling framework for the Paid Losses (left), Case Reserve Estimates (center), and Number of Cases Closed (right). The information gleaned from these models can then be utilised in making informed decisions regarding future calendar year assumptions. From the displays, we can see the future calendar year trends in the paid losses are unlikely to increase in the near future since the trends in the Case Reserve Estimates have been zero since 1988 and the Number of Cases Closed are decreasing since 1984 with a further major drop between 1990 and 1991. In fact, from this information we could hypothesise that the trends in the paid losses are likely to decrease further.

In order to reach the mean reserve projected by the Mack method, 902M, what future calendar year assumptions are required in the identified PTF model for the paid losses?

A future calendar year trend of 25.65%\(\pm\) must be assumed for all future calendar years. This trend is nearly three times higher than the most recent measured trend which, if we examine the case reserves and number of cases close, we expect to decrease.

**Summary**

Ratio methods are found to be unsuitable for the LR High data.

- Calendar year trend changes are evident in the data,
- The Mack method overestimates the calendar year trend with the result that the future projections are far too high,
- Models for incurred losses give much lower forecasts. How do you decide which is the more correct estimate of the total reserve mean?
- In contrast, the identified PTF model measures trends and volatility about the trends. Future trend assumptions are under the actuary’s control.
3. When can accident years be treated as development years and vice versa?

The two time dimensions, accident and development, will naturally have very different emerging experiences. Since the experience is different, conditioning on accident years should produce different mean estimates than conditioning on development years.

In this case study we demonstrate:

- Chain Ladder (Mack) link ratio methods forecast the same mean incrementals irrespective of the direction conditioned due to the nature of the calculations. That is, the total mean reserve is the same.
- the Chain Ladder (Mack) volatility estimates are dependent on the direction conditioned. These estimates can vary wildly. Which volatility estimate is correct?

These characteristics illustrate that link ratios are oblivious to the underlying trends in the data. They are thus incapable of solving the reserving (and pricing) problem.

3.1 Chain-ladder method is specified for a different problem.

Development ratios embody the intuition that for each line of business the pattern in which the claims develop is more or less the same accident year by accident year. According to this idea, each accident year has its own level of business but once you correct for that the development pattern is seen to be unchanging beneath the intrinsic volatility of the kind of data involved.

This is illustrated by the graphs below, which use simulated data. On the left side incremental payments are plotted against development year with coloured trace lines partitioning the results by accident year. On the right the same data has been normalised to create parity in the first payment for each accident year. The underlying pattern stands out clearly and can be used to estimate the future losses.

We have used incrementals to make the pattern stand out more clearly but the same concept underlies the use of ratios for cumulatives.

The nature of the reserving problem calls for different treatment of accident and development axes.

The credibility of this methodology rests on an understanding of the forces that shape this kind of data. It implies that the development and accident directions represent distinct axes of change in which there is a strong dependence between consecutive results in the development direction and little or no such relationship in the accident direction.

Models for this kind of data should therefore not be symmetrical relative to the interchange of development and accident axes.

In one case this symmetry does exist. Unfortunately, it happens to the most popular of all ratio methods the Mack method (also know as: chain-ladder or volume-weighted averages method). It is not intended in the formulation of the model, but arises as a computational artefact. The cell-by-cell (incremental) forecasts of the model applied to transposed data are identical to those for the original data.

In this case the model therefore contains a symmetry where there is none in the state of affairs that is being modelled. This should rule the model out of consideration from the very start.
3.2 The source of the symmetry

The symmetry in the chain-ladder method is not apparent in its usual description but is very easy to see when the method is looked at in the right way.

In the diagram below each cell represents the corresponding incremental. The Greek letters are the sums of the numbers in the corresponding cells. The cumulative corresponding to any cell is the sum the incremental for that cell and all incrementals to the left of it. Thus \( \gamma \) is the cumulative immediately preceding \( x \), and \( \alpha \) is the sum of all the cells in the rectangle.

![Diagram of chain-ladder method]

The chain-ladder calculation for the future incremental cell \( x \) proceeds as follows: multiply the previous cumulative \( (= \gamma) \) by the link ratio minus one. The chain-ladder link ratio is \( (\alpha + \beta) / \alpha \), and so the link ratio minus one is just \( \beta / \alpha \). Therefore \( x = \gamma (\beta / \alpha) = (\gamma \beta) / \alpha \).

It is now obvious that if the same calculation is performed with the development and accident axes interchanged, that is forecast development period we compute the cumulative across the accident years, the result will be identical. Here the ratio is \( \alpha + \gamma \) divided by \( \alpha \).

Of all models used for insurance loss triangles the chain-ladder is the only one that has this symmetry. It is analogous to limiting the transition matrix for a Markov Chain model to being doubly stochastic, when nothing in the problem calls for it. It is a hidden and unintended artefact of the choice of model which effectively constrains the forecasts in a way that is irrelevant to the nature of the problem.

3.3 What happens to the volatility?

The Mack method is the regression version of the chain-ladder. It produces a forecast mean identical to that of the chain ladder and hence is also limited by the same symmetry in this respect. Being ‘stochastic’ it also associates a standard deviation with each of its forecasts. Are these also the same? The answer is no. The Mack regressions are conditioned on the initial vector, development period zero when done in the usual way, and first accident period when transposed version. Since these are different the details of the regressions are different. Thus Mack produces the same mean forecasts in two different ways but two entirely different measures of variability.

Which measure of the volatility is correct? The method is applied to the same data – just presented differently. Both results provide estimates of the volatility in the data. Which estimate is more accurate? Is there any way to tell?

**Projections for ABC data**

The Mack method for the transposed data (below) gives the same means as the original data (above). The standard deviations by cell (and total) vary.
4. Bootstrapping link ratio methods – the silver bullet?

The bootstrap technique provides a mechanism for obtaining a distribution of a sample statistic (for example: the mean), where parametric distribution assumptions for the error term, ε, are inappropriate or cannot be tested due to a small sample size. In the loss reserving context the technique can be extended to estimate distributions of forecast random variables. It can also be used to test a model. The model is misspecified if the bootstrap samples do not have the same salient statistical features as the original data.

Many practitioners refer to a bootstrap model. This is a misnomer. The bootstrap is a technique or algorithm used to estimate certain statistics belonging to an already-fitted model. In the actuarial setting the underlying model is generally Mack’s model, and the bootstrap is extended with a number of ad hoc additions so that forecast distributions can be derived.

As a case in point, the readings for the 2013 CAS Exam 7 includes an article describing such a bootstrap model, Shapland and Leong (2010). The model uses Over-Dispersed Poisson (ODP) residuals to bootstrap the Mack method, and draws additional ‘residuals’ from a Gamma distribution to cover the process variability in the cells in the forecast period. In this case doing whatever it takes to produce an acceptable-looking outcome takes precedence over gaining an understanding of the volatility of loss reserves, to the ultimate detriment of the actuarial profession. The basic bootstrap algorithm is as follows:

- Fit a model to the data (for instance, the Mack method),
- Calculate the statistic of interest,
- Calculate the residuals (difference between the data and the method),
- Resample the residuals and create a new sample of data, known as pseudo-data,
  - NB: the residuals are assumed to be independent and identically distributed.
- Repeat step 1 N times until a sufficiently large sample is obtained for calculation of the statistics of interest.

A number of key observations about the technique:

- The residuals used to generate the bootstrap sample are understood to come from fitting the model in question.
- It does not make any sense to fit one model, then use error terms from another as considered in Shapland and Leong (2010). If the two models are not identical, then total volatility (variation explained + variation not explained) cannot equal the variation in the data. Further, it is impossible to determine whether combining the models in this way introduces more volatility or reduces the volatility. This knowledge is critical to determining the value of any inference!
- When applied correctly, there is no need to introduce other assumptions about the distribution of the residuals.

If the residuals contain structure, then the assumption that all residuals are identically distributed is not satisfied. The pseudo-data would then significantly differ from the original data in respect of the statistics of interest.

When the data has a complex structure such as in the loss reserving problem, the bootstrap technique is best used as a diagnostic tool to aid inference. While the technique cannot compensate for a poor model, it will show if a model is deficient. If the underlying model does answer to the processes that generated the data, the bootstrap will fail to provide sound inference regarding any statistic of interest.

The bootstrap does not provide a silver bullet to deal with all the deficiencies of the ratio based methods. Rather, it amplifies the discrepancies in the link ratio methods (including Mack) and introduces false confidence by appearing to introduce stochastic elements.

When structured modelling is ruled out due to lack of data and/or complete ignorance of the generating process the bootstrap is the best recourse for inference. The loss reserving problem, with loss reserves estimated via link ratio methods, is not in this class.
4.1. Company ABC

The bootstrap technique is applied to the Mack method fitted to the ABC data. As noted previously, the losses in this line of business demonstrate strong calendar year trends not described by the Mack method. The bootstrap is not able to correct for the poor model. Rather, the bootstrap provides a clear diagnostic that the model is deficient. The residuals used as input into the bootstrap algorithm are shown below. Note that these residuals are from the Mack method itself.

**Mack residuals**

There are obvious patterns in the Mack residuals above. In particular, the calendar year residuals are almost all negative between 1977 and 1984. In 1987, all the calendar year residuals are positive.

Residuals from the Mack method applied to four bootstrap samples are illustrated below against calendar years.

A necessary but not sufficient condition for the bootstrap technique to work is that the residuals be randomly distributed around zero, for all three time directions.

The trends clearly identified in the real data have disappeared from the bootstrap samples. Since the method does not describe the calendar year features, the bootstrap samples destroy the evidence. As a result, the projections from the bootstrap samples differ wildly from the Mack method mean. However, neither the Mack method mean nor the means from the Mack method applied to the bootstrap samples have anything to do with the paid losses. The method does not describe the data.
We continue with the bootstrap simulations to a total of 10000 bootstrap samples to show the sample means arising from the bootstrap technique. Note that the residuals from the Mack method are used.

The following diagnostics are obtained by accident year and calendar year.

The calendar year display shows the bootstrap samples almost always project lower than the Mack projections. This is due to the high residuals in the last calendar year being placed in early calendar years and low residuals from the early calendar years being placed in the most recent calendar years. Since the redistribution is random, the trend to high values seen in the last calendar years in the original data is lost in the pseudo-data.
Rather than addressing the problem caused by the calendar year trends, application of the bootstrap has made the situation worse. The Mack method mean was already far too low (calendar year residuals shown previously). The mean of the bootstrap samples is substantially lower than the mean obtained from the Mack method.

The final calendar year trend, measured in the Probabilistic Trend Family (PTF) modelling framework is 16.91% ± 0.7%. An optimistic forecast scenario incorporating this measurement results in a projected total mean reserve of 5.71M. The Mack mean, at 5.28M is 7% lower than this optimistic scenario.

The distribution on the right shows the Mack method mean of 5.28M on the distribution graph. In order for this mean to be reached, if the losses actually followed the distributions projected from the PTF model, then the probability of observing the Mack mean (or under) is less than 0.54%!!
Over-Dispersed Poisson residuals

Not only do the ODP residuals exhibit different structure to the Mack method residuals, they clearly come from a different distribution overall. The ODP residuals (left) are shown in contrast with the residuals from the Mack method (right).

In addition, the ODP model does not condition on development period zero thus more residuals are present in the ODP model (66 versus 54).

Some actuarial software products bootstrap the Mack method with residuals from the Over-Dispersed Poisson model (along with other 'enhancements'). Simulations created in this mixed way do not represent anything in particular, much less do they provide a basis for reliable forecasts.

4.2. Company LR High

The bootstrap technique is applied to the Mack method fitted to the LR High data. This illustrates another way in which data can be beyond the modelling capabilities of the method. In this case, the Mack method overestimates the calendar year trend with the result that the projections from the Mack method are far too high.
Note that the high values are likely to have low residuals. This means that when the bootstrap is applied, these high values are likely to have high residuals (thus inflating the answers). We expect the bootstrap to produce results even higher than the Mack method for this data and model. The display below shows this - especially for the most recent accident years.

4.3. Summary

These two case studies serve to illustrate two opposite effects of applying the Mack method without considering whether the method is appropriate to the data.

In the first example, the method produced answers that were far too low with the result that, should the method be used for setting reserves or pricing future accident years, the projections would be substantially under the required reserves. The line would not be profitable.

In the second study, the reserves were vastly overstated resulting in capital being tied up which could have been used more efficiently in other ways. Further pricing based on this method would be overstating the loss costs resulting in the company being less competitive.

Neither situation is optimum for these lines of business. Without the right tool to model the data, how do you know if your company is in the first situation or the second?
5. Link ratio methods introduce spurious process (volatility) correlation measures and do not distinguish between common drivers and process correlation

Typically correlations are measured from the industry and these figures used as benchmarks or specifications for companies to use when calculating the correlations between their own LOBs. As discussed in the brochure, Understanding correlations and common drivers, these calculations are not relevant for individual companies.

Relevance aside, how should these correlations be measured and does the method of calculating the correlations identify the true process correlation?

As illustrated in the brochure, Understanding correlations and common drivers, spurious process correlation is measured when methods fail to de-trend long tail liability data in the three time directions – development year, accident year, and calendar year. In the examples considered, once these trends are accounted for, the volatility (process) correlation is statistically insignificant.

5.1. Paid losses: Industry CAL and Industry PPA

A.M. Best Schedule P data (2011) are used to compare CAL and PPA for two companies, LMI and TG, with each other and the industry. The industry may expect CAL and PPA to be highly correlated since both lines relate to automobile liabilities and may have common drivers.

Volatility correlation is model dependent since this correlation is only interpretable relative to mean projections. If the model does not fully de-trend the data then statistically significant volatility correlation may be identified purely as a result of trends remaining in the data. This volatility correlation measure is spurious.

As illustrated in previous case studies, link ratio methods are not able to de-trend the data along the calendar years in the event of changing calendar year trends. Volatility correlation measured between two (or more) lines of business modelled using the Mack method is expected to be statistically significant and very high if common calendar year drivers (trends) are present.

In the following case study, the Mack method is applied to Industry CAL data (CAL) and Industry PPA data (PPA) extracted from A.M. Best (2011) Schedule P data.

The residuals are shown by calendar year for CAL (left) and PPA (right). The marked observations (blue trace line) correspond to the trace for all observations occurring in accident year 2004.
The marked residuals for the Mack method exhibit correlation (by eye); the direction of the trace line changes are similar. This correlation is then measured and shown in the scatter plot of the respective residuals for CAL and PPA below.

![Scatterplot of residuals from the Mack method](image)

The high volatility correlation of 0.584 may reinforce the common perception that CAL and PPA are related, but is the measure genuine? Both residual displays above demonstrate by calendar year that the Mack method is over-estimating the average calendar year trend. This is identified from the clear negative trend in the residuals over calendar time in both portfolios. Could this common over-estimation of the average calendar year trend be driving the high process correlation measure?

A model is designed in the Probabilistic Trend Family (PTF) modelling framework for both Industry portfolios. The trends identified in the calendar year direction are shown below:

![Trend displays for Industry CAL and PPA](image)

Note the locations of the calendar year trend changes are in exactly the same location – this does indicate common drivers – but the magnitude is different. This difference in magnitude of the trends is an explanation for why the average trends measured in the Mack methods are different, but structurally similar.
Once the common drivers are identified above so the data are fully de-trended in all three directions, the volatility correlation can be measured.

When measured, it is found to be low (0.250) and statistically insignificant (not able to be distinguished from zero correlation); indicated by the blue entry. Thus, the volatility correlation measured by calculating the correlation between the residuals obtained from the Mack method is spurious. This measured volatility correlation is a result of the lack of de-trending and does not represent correlation in the randomness (volatility).

5.2. Incurred losses: Industry PPA and Industry CAL

Similar results can arise from measuring the correlations between the residuals from link ratio methods applied to the Incurred data. However, typically the Case Reserve Estimates introduce sufficient randomness to each line of business to mask the underlying structure in the paid losses. This raises the question of whether the Incurred Losses are suitable for modelling, especially since the liability stream is unobtainable from the data.
The marked residuals (accident year 2004) for the Mack method exhibit negative correlation (by eye). This correlation is then measured and shown in the residual scatter plot of PPA vs CAL below. The negative correlation for this accident year is not realised when considering all accident years. The measured correlation for all residuals is 0.215 – much lower than the correlation in the residuals between the Mack method applied to paid losses.

The lower correlation between the IL(C) CAL and IL(C) PPA residuals when compared to the PL(C) equivalent data implies that trends and volatility in the Case Reserve Estimates are sufficient to mask the trends in the paid losses. Any trends not described in the IL(C) data are not structurally equivalent to those in the paid losses.

That there are trend changes not described by the Mack method is obvious from both residual displays above. Thus the process correlation between the two industry portfolios is still unknown. The measure of 0.215 is not meaningful as not all trends are accounted for.
6. Case study: Disaster. A consequence of blind methodology

The following two case studies represent real lines from two different companies. Each line lost millions of dollars as a result of poor reserving and pricing methodology. In contrast, the probabilistic trend family modelling framework identifies emerging experience earlier enabling effective response for both setting reserves and pricing future underwriting years.

Case study APS: Failure to identify emerging calendar year trends

A new (high) calendar year trend commences in 2006.
- Link ratio methods only respond to this trend in 2009 - three years after the calendar year trend commences;
- Probabilistic Trend Family (PTF) models identify the new calendar year trend in 2006 and provide indications from 2001 that a new calendar year trend may arise;
- Actuaries armed with PTF can provide critical insight to senior management.

Case study DAD: Reserve exhaustion within three years of a 10+ run-off line.

Link ratio methods underestimate the effect of the calendar year trend.
- Initial reserve estimates from the Mack method would be exhausted within three years;
- Significant reserve upgrades are required every year when using link ratio methods;
- Models identified in the PTF modelling framework provide consistent reserve estimates.

Adverse development arises from poor reserving methodology not unusual losses.

6.1. Company APS: Worker’s Compensation

In this case study, we consider real worker’s compensation data to year end 2009 (after obfuscation). The company writing the line posted significant reserve upgrades over the last four calendar years.

We demonstrate the link ratio methods, particularly the Mack method, consistently underestimate the future calendar year payments. The reserve upgrades are a feature of a defective model and poor understanding of the trends in the data.

We emulate the reserving process by treating the line as being in run-off since 2005 and then step forward through the updating year-by-year comparing the Mack method with the Probabilistic Trend Family (PTF) modelling framework. In order to minimise optimisation to the data, automatic model design and forecast scenario design was applied with minimal manual intervention. As a result of the mechanical process, the PTF model used also results in reserve upgrades but with one substantial difference – the driver of the upgrade is identified to three years earlier and remedial action (pricing revisions) can be taken immediately.

The data are cut to accident year 2005 and five year-end triangles are created from 2005 through to 2009 as indicated by the coloured sections in the table above. Each calendar year a new diagonal is added and the Mack method reapplied to the paid losses at each year end. For each estimation, the liability stream is extracted for the years 2005 to 2009.

The following table details the Mack projections for the data for year ends 2005 through to 2009 for the losses in run-off.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year End</th>
<th>Next Calendar year</th>
<th>Remainder of reserves</th>
<th>Increase (Decrease)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no warning of the losses in 2007 to 2009. Initially, the method seems to be producing quite reasonable results then there are three periods of losses which are substantially higher than expected (2007 by 10% and years 2008 and 2009 by over 30%). Significant reserve upgrades ensue.

What does the method miss?

The residuals of the Mack method versus calendar year back in 2005 (left) indicate there is a definite trend in the data that is higher than the trend included in the method (remember the Mack method captures an average calendar year trend). By 2009, the method is under-predicting the most recent calendar years (right), which, if left unchecked, will result in reserve upgrades every year.

**Could the Probabilistic Trend Family (PTF) modelling framework have provided an early warning system?**

In order to eliminate the possibility of forecast manipulation, the following mechanical steps were applied to identify the ‘best’ PTF model:

- Run the modelling wizard and select the first model M1.
  - For year end 2005 there are no previous models so the modelling wizard is run to generate a base model.
  - For subsequent year ends (2006–2009), the wizard is run with the starting point being the previous year’s model.
- Ensure final development trend is negative by removing any zero (or positive) development trends from the tail.
- After adjusting the development trends above, reoptimise the trend parameters.

The critical difference between the Mack method projections and the PTF projections is that the driver of the increases are clearly seen from year to year. Further, more intelligent forecast scenario creation would significantly reduce the probability of the reserve increases. In this example, the framework is demonstrated mechanically to show the applicability of the PTF framework to measure trends and provide timely and critical information to senior management.
The measured calendar year trend at each valuation year end over the 1999—2009 period are shown below. At year end 2005 there is no evidence of a change in calendar year trend between 2003 and 2004. In the next year’s valuation, there is statistical evidence that the calendar year trend has increased substantially. Further, there is growing evidence that the calendar year trend is increasing (all other parameters being the same) as the estimates increase over 2007–2009.

As early as 2006, the Probabilistic Trend Family model has identified a higher trend emerging since calendar year 2003. The emergence of this calendar year trend is expected to result in reserve upgrades (from the 2005 figures). Careful monitoring and forecast scenario design can amortise the increase in reserve estimates over time according to company policy. No such amortisation was performed in this example.

The equivalent table for PTF projections for the data for year ends 2005 through to 2009 is shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year End</th>
<th>Next Calendar year</th>
<th>Reserve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The significant reserve upgrade in 2006 is simply a result of the estimate of the calendar year trend increasing from 11.06% per year over the run-off period to 16.35% per year over the run-off period. The Mack method does not result in such a significant percentage increase in reserves (for prior years) until 2009 – three years later (and even then it is insufficient!)

The more recent revisions (2008 and 2009) are also a concern. On examining the trends for these years we find that the calendar year trend for these two years is around 6% higher than the trend since 2003. As at year end 2009, whatever conditions are driving the calendar trend inflation seem to be accelerating.

In the PTF modelling framework, adjustments to future pricing would commence well within three years of the calendar trend emerging in 2003. By the 2005 year end, there are definite signs that the more recent calendar year trend is higher than the 11%+ estimated trend since 1994. Similarly, pricing strategy would likely be revised further in 2009 since, again the trends are again higher than expected.

The increase in reserve estimates using the model trends identified in 2005 for year ends 2001 through 2005 indicates that the more recent calendar year trends are increasing more recently. This alone would indicate to the prudent actuary using the Probabilistic Trend Family modelling framework that the forecast (in 2005) needs to be revised upward to account for the increasing calendar year trends. This is critical information required for pricing the next underwriting years (or any reinsurance).
Comparison between Mack method and PTF forecasted estimates of prior year ultimates (1995–2005) over the last five years

The Mack method still substantially underestimates the highlighted years especially those in accident years 2002–2005. This is due to the method failing to describe the most recent emerging calendar year trend. Since the probabilistic trend family modelling framework describes this trend and projects it into the future calendar year periods, the estimated ultimates for these years are much higher.

6.2. Company DAD: Adverse development resulting from a poor model

This line of business was supplied retrospectively to Insureware see if the probabilistic trend family modelling framework would identify ‘adverse development’. Although not specified in the submission, it is likely a reinsurance deal had been offered on the data and, due to poor pricing, substantial capital had been lost a mere three years later.

In this example we demonstrate that there is no adverse development in the data. All the trends up to year end 2002 are sufficient to project the losses up to calendar year 2005 (when the data were supplied).

If the Mack method is used for reserving for this data, significant reserve upgrades are required from the 2002 estimates as the entire reserve allocation would be exhausted by 2005! The probabilistic trend family model is far superior.

The following real (normalised) data available to calendar year 2002 and development period nine. Calendar year trends are present as indicative in both the accident year and calendar year directions. Further, the development trend decrease seems to be slowing.
Mack method: data to year end 2002

The Mack method does not capture the trend structure in the data. The red arrows mark the obvious calendar year trend structure not described. The net effect of the missed calendar year trends is that the method under-projects the next calendar years.

Mack method: reserve exhaustion within three calendar years

The Mack method estimate of the total reserve at year end 2002 is 3.5M. The total calendar year losses over 2003–2005 exceed 4.0M. Considering the run-off period is 10 years, exhaustion of capital after three years (assuming no reserve upgrades) is a very poor result.

What if instead the volume weighted average over the last four calendar years was used? Does this link ratio method provide a better result? The residuals (below) from the last four years seem a superior fit.

If the Mack method was used across all calendar years, the loss is severe at over $1.2M relative to the Mack method estimates for these three calendar years in 2002. Further the reserves would have been exhausted by 2005 if no upgrade was made from the Mack method estimate in 2002.
**Weighted average last four calendar years – still significant upgrades**

Assuming the actuary presented the figures on the right hand side and these corresponded to the booked reserves. How well does the actuary compare to the real data – available to calendar year 2005? The Mack method applied to the last four calendar years is reapplied every calendar year from 2002 till 2005.

The reserves are split between the reserve for the next calendar year (for the valuation period) and the reserve allocated to the remaining period. The split facilitates tracking of relative reserve increases (decreases).

The most influential losses are the next calendar year. These losses are under-projected (by $126k) with the result that the mean reserve (for the remaining calendar periods 2004 onward) is increased by 41.5% in the next valuation period – the increase of $1.4M is close to paid losses in the 2003 calendar year!

**This is not a small reserve upgrade.**

Subsequent reserve upgrades occur every year thereafter (though with decreasing magnitude). In the years 2003~2005 losses exceeded the 2002 projections by $386k.

**Could disaster have been avoided?**

The total mean reserves projected by the Mack method in 2002 was $3.5M. As seen from the table above, the total losses between 2003 and 2005 exceeded $3.5M. The line of business would be in distress as a result of a poor model.

Similarly, if the Mack method applied to the last four calendar years was used in 2002, the estimated total mean reserves is $4.9M. By the end of 2005, only $0.9M would be available to cover the remaining liabilities. Even based on this method applied at year end 2002, over $1.4M is required to pay the losses in the calendar years 2006~2011.

The key feature of the issue, as detailed previously in this brochure, is that the method is not able to describe the salient features of the data. As a result, poor feedback is provided to the managerial team resulting in both poor decisions regarding booked reserves and pricing future underwriting risk. The modellers do not understand the risk of the line, so how can the people relying on the model results gauge the value of the projections?

Analysts must use the right tool for understanding trends in the business so as to be best placed to provide information that is timely and accurate.

The Probabilistic Trend Family (PTF) modelling framework is a critical tool for any analyst to have in order to detect trends, volatility, and assess future risk. This tool measures the trends in the three time directions (development, accident, and calendar) along with the volatility around those trends. If this tool was used by the company, would the results have been any different?
Probabilistic Trend Family model

In order to minimise influence of designing a model to fit the 2005 data in 2002, the automatic modelling wizard was applied to the data. The only modification to the modelling wizard model was to add the final accident year level change to decrease by the same magnitude as the previous accident year as the modelling wizard does not add parameters for a single observation).

Completing the square using the trends measured from the data results in projections for 2003–2005 of: $1.56M, $1.40M, and $1.05M. The total mean reserve is $6.3M – more than 28% higher than the $4.9M mean reserve projected by the Mack method applied to the last four calendar years.

Note no changes were made to the structure of the model shown previously, rather the structure was applied as described in 2002 to each subsequent year as no change in trends were found as new data arrived in calendar year time. The increase in reserves for 2003 and 2004 are a reflection of the uncertainty of the final accident year level in the 2002 model and minimal analysis of the trend structure in 2002–2005 to ensure the valuation process was fair. That is, since in the PTF modelling framework all future trend assumptions can be modified, care was taken to separate the year end valuations so it was impossible to select future trends (in 2002 say) based on knowledge of the future calendar years (2003–2005).

Summary

For this line, if the PTF modelling framework was applied with appropriate recommendations for managers then, assuming the projections were booked ‘as is’, then the difference between the methodology is clear.

- Link ratios methods: significant reserve upgrades, initial estimates out by over 30% (assuming the more conservative last four calendar year model is applied).
- Probabilistic Trend Family: small reserve increases for 2003 and 2004 consistent with the measured calendar year inflationary trend.
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